Exchange-induced anisotropies at ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic interfaces above and below the Néel temperature.
The exchange bias and magnetic anisotropies in a Co layer on a single-crystalline FeF2 film have been determined between 30 and 300 K. By postulating that the coupling between the ferromagnet and the antiferromagnet persists above the Néel temperature (T(N)) we develop a model that quantitatively describes the exchange bias and the anisotropies over the whole temperature range, both above and below T(N). Using only the measured low temperature exchange bias and a distribution of blocking temperatures we explain (i) the temperature dependence of the bias, (ii) the magnitude of the anisotropies, (iii) the opposite sign of the first and second order anisotropies, (iv) the observed 1/T and 1/T(3) temperature dependencies of the first and second order uniaxial anisotropies above T(N), and (v) the decrease of the anisotropies below T(N).